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Chapter 1: THE GIRL 

Once—or per～haps twice, or thrice up～on several times—there was a king. 

And so we might call him now, but at the time (or three) it just was not that firm. He was a man, and a 
man to whom the human folk turned for decisions and judgment. 

But so: A King. This King had eleven sons, and those sons had one sister, and she these eleven brothers, 
and—as I under～stand these things to be—each was a brother to an other. 

(Like you youngling, I have had no sister, nor brother. I have cousins. [This is a good word of your tongue: 
Cousins. It means only so much as it must.]) 

The mother of these twelve children died, very quickly, up～on the birth of her twelfth and final 
child—the girl. It may be that the girl was the cause of the mother’s death. It may be some other thing. I 
can not say, for I was not there then.  

Per～haps my cousin could, for she was. 

(My cousins and I are rather different from your human folk. You are multitudinous and brief; we have all～ways 
been. At the least, we have been for as long as we can remember, and that is a long time; most especially to you. We are 
the faer folk, and we have never had any particular need for urgency, nor stories, nor parents and kings.) 

This King, trusted as he was, made at least one error of judgment; that being his choice of second wife. 
For so it was (your story～tellers use this phrase—“so it was”—and I do not see the purpose of it, but for the sake of 
you:) so it was that the King chose a poor wife for his second, for this wife, the one who replaced or 
supplanted the mother of these dozen heirs, was one of my own. She (“It,” more properly, but a’gain for the 
sake of you:) She was faer. 

And fair, in a rather feral sort of way. And so the King’s error is not per～haps so difficult to under～
stand. 

I do not know why she (it) chose to marry with this human creature. Per～haps she (it) did not 
comprehend what the marrying entailed or implied. Or pe～haps she (it) was curious be’yond measure 
of context. Or, per～haps she (it, truly) simply be’came enamored of this human. 

Such be’comings have been known to happen be’tween our folken, my youngling. Though it had never 
been known be’fore the events of this tale. This is a tale of the first. 



My cousin found you all to be fascinating creatures. Creatures were her baily～wick. Her particular 
talent (another term of which your folk are fond; this one I grasp some～what more readily) was for all things 
thinking, and so it (she?) was the first of us to pay you any mind what～so ever. 

(Now here is a curious mystery. For my cousin [let us call her Plásmata, though the faer have even less need 
for names then they have for speaking] for Plásmata excelled with creatures, great and small. She made and 
unmade them, or shifted a’bout the details, with～out especial care, or effort.  

(And you are a creature, my dear, thinking, mortal and made to sire more. None～the～less, your folk surprised 
Plásmata as me, as all faer, your soil-sprung folk. We do not know from where we came, but your folk came from the 
earth. It seems to us that you were at once Not-There and then—There. 

(This seeming [I have since discovered] is because we experience so much so differently from you. Time, here in 
service as a single example: Put in your mind the fly. The fly who lives but one day, in which it must be born and live 
and make more and die. What is a day to this fly? Certainly not what a day is to you. So, you are born and live and 
make more and die, and so to we faer you are creatures, a’kin to flies. 

(And so: From where do your folk come, if not from Plásmata, my Cousin of the Creatures? 

(A thing to ponder. [This all～so is a fine word: Thing.] You may call it a riddle. I do not care for riddles. A story 
for an other time, per～haps.) 

Now, what does the silly thing do, this cousin of mine? Impulsive, she goes and makes marriage. A 
capricious trespass, from our ways to yours. 

But, from an other possible view: 

As soon as she saw him, she loved him. His rough-spun clothing. His generous whiskers. His way of 
standing that suggested motion—achievement—even when he was engaged in the stock-still opposite. 
And most of all his speech. 

(We had no need of talking, and so, to us, it was mostly ridiculous. And there is no thing quite so inspiring as finding 
of a sudden a thing you might expect to be a’musing, to be the precise opposite… [But I digress.]) 

So they were married, and that meant his children were her children. And she had never been near 
enough to the human folk to imagine her self as their mother. So to be a mother all of some dozen of a 
sudden was, per～haps, difficult. And the male children did not nurture her naïveté. Some were men 
and some were boys, but each and every was his mother’s son, and never for～gave her for it. 

So, she turned the lot of them into swans. 

Well: Half the time. In light. At night they were free to carouse and rut and slop mud on the rugs and 
walls of the King’s stilted house on the fens as they all～ways had. But in light, they must do so as 
honking animals.  

In truth, it did not seem to any of we faer to be a significant transformation.  



Yet you human folk were winging your ways to some～thing later called “civilization.” And so it was (it 
just seems extraneous, this verbal tic) that the girl’s cygnet siblings were soon forced from the house entirely, 
out on～to the fen, flying from there～on to livelier waters; as I am told is often the wont of human-folk 
boys. With their disappearance this King-of-sorts fell out of sorts, and in～ward, and a’way from his life 
and new wife. 

But what of the girl? 

Ah, my dearest. The girl is in all ways a special consideration. The girl is in all ways a treasure, some～
times in spite of her self. So the girl requires special measures. 

My cousin was uncharacteristically cautious in this, and tested her new daughter. She applied frogs. 

(Disgusting creatures. But more of that a’non.) 

It is well known, of course, that frogs can tell one a lot a’bout an other creature, when properly applied. 
Plásmata drew a bath for her daughter—and those were rare enough for the human folk at that time, 
and so per～haps this was the first test—but on she proceeded to produce frogs and set them on the 
girl’s head, and heart, and loins.  

(Now. I see in your face your doubt a’bout the frogs and their value. So tell me this, youngling: What young woman 
would dutifully submit her self to carry frogs a’cross her entire body? Surely only one who was true, and trusting, and 
pure in body, heart, and mind.) 

As though that endurance were insufficient, in further proof of her purity the frogs then politely 
transmogrified in～to flowers. Red posies, to be precise. And they floated slowly up off of her pure body 
to the surface of the bath, as if to say, “All done then.” 

(A word a’bout magic. So you human folk call it. Any thing mysterious to you is called magic, and so to you there must 
be an unknowable quantity of magic, as there is so much unknown to your race. 

(What is it to us? Not a thing for which we have ever needed a name. Less than that. Your magic is our thought, is 
unmoving air, is a possibility of being that needs barest breath to make so. 

(It is per～haps excusable that my cousin thought no thing of this turn of events, this transmogrification. A thing with
～out a name, how～ ever prone to alternation, is hardly noticeable. From her frogs’ transformation, how～ ever, she 
should have be’gun to intuit that other forces were at play.) 

And so it was (ah, I am beginning to under～stand its use～fullness) that Plásmata saw that she would not be 
able to change the girl as she had the girl’s brothers. The girl was true, immutable. She was all～so 
curious, and observant, and noticed the unnatural nature of her brothers’ absence. Plásmata could not 
have this immutable girl disrupting her captivation of the King. 

And so it was (now I think per～haps I have lost control of it) that the girl soon found her self banished by her 
beguiled and grief-addled father, his only daughter cast to the wind like so many scattered, red petals. 



*** 

My cousin came then to convene with me, as they invariably do, with a complaint and a request. (These 
often go hand-in-hand, for faer and human folk a’like.) She accused me of meddling, certain that some one 
had. Some one who could make flowers from frogs. 

I made sure she under～stood I had not, and that it was my view that her troubles were the direct result 
of her own muddling with the human folk. We are not they, I imparted, and they are not we, and it is 
best for being as it is. 

(This you under～stand, my dear one, was be’fore I had made your acquaintance.) 

In spite of my remonstrance, and her own preceding mine, Plásmata continued to her request: I should 
intercede and make this king love her a’new. It seems that up～on the loss of his daughter he had rather 
recovered from my cousin’s captivation. 

I closed our convening, and sent her a’way. I did not under～stand love—nor joy, sorrow, anger, nor any 
of these human preoccupations—and I suspected my cousin did not either. So it seemed an odd request, 
and even more so in the face of my professed non-involvement. 

Off she went, neither up～set nor at peace, simply as she was and she had in all ways been, and—I 
assumed—in all ways would be.  

*** 

While we had convened,  cousin we could call Xrónos was at her work, and time had passed. The girl had 
aged, and grown, and learned. And she had not been idle. Had, in fact, found her brothers. And, while 
she searched, taken up knitting. Taken it up, and mastered, such that she only worked in that most 
ancient of fibers: She knit nettles. 

To my thinking, youngling, this was as yester～day. To yours, a yester～year, or epoch. Or, moment? It 
is irrelevant. Time was (O! there is a use～full phrase … I will have to mention it to Xrónos ), nettles were all 
there were to knit. In to manes, be’twixt reeds, under rumps, and we faer delighted in perfecting the 
crafty craft.  

Here is the secret of nettle knitting: Silence.  

It is a simpler trick by far for the faer, who have no feeling and little use for speech. For human folk, I 
would have thought it impossible, were I not watching it my～self at the hands of this unflinching girl.  

Her fingers’ tips were ruby-violet blossoms of open flesh, her jaw a fixed clamp, and her eyes sharp as 
two nettle spurs them～selves. And on she knit, eleven tunics, all at once. For which brother could she 
choose over an other to return to his form first, second, or eleventh? 

I had been distracted by our convening, and so I missed much of this girl’s life, and so I do not know if 
she made a vow of her silence. Neither do I know if she had been taught the properties of properly knit 



nettles by some unknown one. But I suspected both things must be true. Else why would she knit on so 
doggedly?  

And why not enjoy conversing with her brothers, at least in the evenings, when they would glide serenely 
down to skirt the glassy lake by which she set her needles, skimming the water as the last light slipped 
through a crack in the horizon, and loosed their human legs to stretch, and splash, and bring them to 
standing? 

And why else would she adhere to her silence in the face of the other human folk, when those who had 
known her to be missing, and found her to be living in the woods, a’mong the animals, knew she must be 
wicked, and destroyed? 

(We faer were not known by your folk at that time. Not known, yet some～how sensed. That tickle at the back of 
human minds raised dangerous questions and had, I knew, to be stomped out. Even as my speech was awkward. Even 
as my under～standing was flawed, such as a lop-sided wheel, rattling a’round its axle, and wobbling with an 
incomplete comprehension of what is this metaphor your folk so dearly love and readily employ. [Similarly, simile.] 
Heed～less and regard～less, I knew no good could come of our folks’ enmingling. 

(Such was my strong conviction. For a time.) 

And so one morning the human folk took her and wheeled her through their village. And on she sat, 
staring, knitting, knitting, knitting. Her head still, eyes steady a’head, nettles flashing out of seemingly 
no～where and joining the corpus of first one tunic, then an other, on through the set. And when the 
farmer’s wagon arrived at the burning post, the villagers found waiting there a bank of swans; some 
dozen, given or taken. 

It may be it was the intensity of the girl’s stare, or it may have been the humor of human folk, or it may 
be it was plain curiosity. What～so～ever the case, these folk knew her purpose, and allowed the girl to 
drape her swans in nettles. 

One by one, she settled the tunics over the swans’ shapely heads and arcing necks. For a time, there was 
no thing. The girl stood back and sighed, silently.  

Then one of the swans seemed to start flapping its wings under the garment. It shook and trembled, and 
a fine shower of ivory down be’gan to drop from under～neath, and cling in bunches to the hems of the 
garment. The creature be’gan to thrash a’bout, now its feathers flying a’way in wet hunks, and it swung 
its elegant neck in snaps and whipping shapes. 

Some thing made a gut-wrenching cracking noise, and the stem hung limp, then fell a’way, and 
underneath was damp, dark hair. A head emerged from the tunic collar even as the rest of a human form 
seemed to unfold from the center of what had been a swan only moments prior. 

He was older then you might have imagined. It had been rather a while, as your folk measure these 
things, and the girl had been care～full to be’gin with her eldest brother lest any thing should go wrong. 



He looked at her, and smiled, and she very nearly broke her vow even then at the moment of her glory. 
Yet she persisted in widely smiling silence. 

The square was soon filled with feathers, and in a cascade the girl’s brothers were released from their 
elegant prisons. As the last of them, still little more than a boy, cleared the fuzz from his dewy lips, the 
girl finally bubbled over with a hoarse laughter, which none～the～less was sweet to any human ears 
who might hear. 

*** 

Now, my sweet youngling, I should end it there, and send you to sleep.  

I should, but I can not. For this story has not one ending, but three, and how can I deprive you of any 
one? Or presume to choose which you should find to be true over an other? 

*** 

So it was that the human folk were a’mazed at these transformations, and those who had accused the girl 
of wickedness confessed their shame to have ever doubted such a one who was so true, after all, that she 
could end a dozen curses by her pure devotion. The girl’s hands healed, slowly, in the company of her 
siblings, her family. The wicked queen was found out, or fled, or both, and the children’s father well～
comed them home with open arms and a newly warmed heart. To～gather they would talk and tell 
stories, late in～to the night, and the girl would tell the most of all. 

Or: 

So it was that the villagers witnessed that dread magic, right be’fore their eyes. Her brothers gagged on 
the waste of their reversion, or perhaps upon the revulsion of arriving naked, bloodied and unheralded, 
summoned by a girl. They could say nothing as the villagers strapped the girl to the burning post, a’top a 
huge bramble of yew branches, and set the whole assemblage to flame. 

The wood crackled and snapped as had the bodies of the birds moments before, and the flames 
stretching in～ward from the edges where the torches had been set caught stray wisps of swan down, 
and evaporated them completely in bright orange puffs. The girl cried to smell the smoke, and she 
screamed for her brothers by name when she felt the encroaching heat, and then she shrieked once, 
be’fore her unpracticed voice collapsed with～in her and the fire be’gan to dance up her side. 

Or: 

So it was that the villagers witnessed that dread magic, right be’fore their eyes, and set her to the post. 
They easily over-powered all eleven of her brothers, who were of course slick and weak with some thing 
like birth, and ignored their shouts and protests and cries of their sister’s name as they might the 
honking of geese.  



She was strapped to the post a’top the yew pile, some one spoke some words to affirm what all there 
knew to be true, and the men with torches set them down in the waiting nest. The girl stayed silent, 
a’gain, through it all. Her eyes were no longer dark and pointed. They glimmered with the torch flames. 

But the flames would not catch. The men picked the torches up a’gain, and set them down a’gain, and no 
fire took hold. They stooped to examine the ground. It had not rained for some time, and should not be 
damp in the slightest.  

The shifting shadows by their flames played tricks on the eyes, making the branch pile seem to shift, and 
move, and grow. Then one of the torch bearers stood quickly and stumbled back～ward, pointing and 
nearly landing his torch a’top his own face. 

The yew branches were twisting, reaching, slowly and smoothly lunging in～to the soil. They took root 
and lifted up from that ground, twisting to～gather at the middle, braiding and fusing, gradually 
growing up, up, up in～to a tree—a new, ancient tree. 

As the tree coalesced, it reached to～ward a respectable height and neared the post a’top where the girl 
had watched this all in silence. The villagers had long a’go fallen dumb, walking back～ward until the 
wonder filled them so that they stopped in their tracks. A single, twisting branch made its way a’head of 
the dozens of others, coming to the girl, the pure treasure. 

And so it was at last that she opened her mouth and tore their ears with a horror of a wail. 

The branch grew up and through the girl’s leg at the bottom. It coursed, O, so slowly, up her body, 
weaving in and out of her, twisting and expanding. Its cousins joined it in the gradual stretch for the 
sun-lit sky, each of them carving a path through the girl. She was rent and lifted all at once in dozens of 
places, screaming and shrieking all the while, even as the prying fingers of the tree tore holes through 
her lungs. Eventually the girl was torn a’part completely and severally, and the screaming ceased. 

A’gape, the villagers watched as quick, green leaves sprouted from the tips of all the branches, all～most 
obscuring the viscera remaining stretched a’cross its height. 

*** 

Well, there you have your story for the night’s lulling. Good night, my dear youngling. I will not trouble 
you to reveal that which you imagine to be the true ending. I am not sure you could, to be’gin. I think per
～haps you are a’sleep. It has taken us so long that I do not know if you heard our endings. They’re all 
true, each in its way. Of course, I was there, but that’s hardly the final word on the matter. 

No matter: I will return to～morrow, or the next year, for an other bed-time story. Sleep well, dear. And 
keep a pure heart. 


